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This is a spinoff of Nuzlocke, this one is a Pursuit run. Which means, players are simply trying
to catch any Pokemon of the same species that they previously had in their party. However, it

only counts if you have caught it at least once. That way, players can't just buy as many
copies as they want because each copy will only count as one catch. The catch mechanics are
unchanged as far as they make sense. Catching a wild Pokemon is far easier than catching a
Pokestop in Pokemon X&Y, as it allows you to quickly learn about them and can potentially
show you their evolution forms. However, because players have only gone to the level of

getting to know the first wild Pokemon, it will be very difficult to catch even a single Pokestop
for every game. Instead of being held on a 4x4 grid, the PC is put on a 50x50 grid. This means

that the field is enlarged to 50%, which means that many more wild Pokemon will spawn
around areas that players normally wouldn't go to. However, many of the Pokemon will not be

evolution forms that will be evolutions of the Pokemon in your party. It will just be new
Pokemon. This is something that will encourage players to evolve their Pokemon so they can

catch those Pokemon. This is meant to make the challenge of this run more difficult, but it also
means that you may play more of the grass than ever before. On the upside, catching

Pokemon also gives you access to their Dream World. Pokemon that have been caught will, in
general, not be wild at this point. This means that they arent holding around and taking over
the area, which means that they are lower level. It also means that Pokemon that take up a
certain amount of stardust are going to be somewhat powerful since they have been caught
once. The stardust they cost will be dependent on what type of Pokemon it is. For example, a

level 20 Stone Dragon will cost 480 stardust, while a level 4 Ghost will cost 120.
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A very difficult challenge that allows for a very fun time.
Players with at least Level 20 and upwards must catch a

Pokemon before being allowed to use it. If a player does not
meet this condition, the PC will remain empty and the

challenge is complete. The first twenty boxes of the player's
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PC will be filled with Eggs. Players will not be able to interact
with these boxes, but the last four boxes are available for use.
Once a player catches or receives a Pokmon, it is swapped out
for an egg in the PC from the first twenty boxes. These eggs
can either be taken from a text file in the Egglocke folder, or
randomly generated. Players are not allowed to trade while

doing this challenge. This challenge cannot be forfeited once it
has begun. great tool for catching pokemon but it seems very
complex to use. I think it should come with a tutorial like you

would in a video game. I'm not the typical user at all, but I
have played video games and in some you can press a button

to open a menu and then press the button for a second to
have it change options on a page. Kinda like that. It's probably
not possible with the software and it would be nice to have a

tutorial. Thanks for making this! I've been wanting to make my
own at a way to take pokemon from the pokedex. This is

perfect. I just hope the ROM does not screw it up. I have ZM on
my region 03 that saved my data when I first moved to 1.02

that worked for me. I hope it's not corrupted for what it's
worth. I'll let you know if I find out anything bad. Now we have
entered a gym, so with this in mind the Pokemon that appear

are the ones we would actually encounter in the world, not just
the ones that would be random. Now, with this you can jump

into the PC box with the first Pokemon you find and we can be
off, but first there are 4 bonuses we should get. We might have
to do a little bit of roaming first. To get them, we have to use
our item box to fill with berries. We can get them by any way
that causes a Pokemon to faint, including catching, breeding,

or fainting from a wild Pokemon in battle. The first bonus is for
a shiny, we only have one so we can go for it right now, and
then we get another bonus that I want to explain why I don't
want before I do it, for obtaining a wonderful item from the

next bonus. Once we've got the first bonus we're treated to a
somewhat lengthy video with Ransei, the Pokedex that starts

the game. It's a nice introduction, but I like talking to him more
than listening to him talk! Oh well. The next bonus is that

every gym leader has a Pokemon called a Heroic Pokemon.
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These Pokemon are far better than the gym leader's starter
and the first one you are introduced to in the game is actually
the Gym Leader. No matter how hard you try, you cant capture

him! Apparently his name is Crudo? The next bonus is to get
TMs, and you can get these by going to one of the trainers in

the Champion's plaza in the center of the city. It might be
obvious once you've played it, but we can't use them until the
next time we enter the gym, so lets move on to the last bonus
now. This one is to get items, and you can get them from the

house at the edge of the city. There are a bunch to get,
including a one of a kind sweater and a really amazing scarf,
but we have two items we specifically want: the first is a rare
legendary item, and the second is the TM for Mega EVOLVE.

Now, with the legendary item we can randomly get a random
legendary Pokemon for the game! I'd rather keep it secret, but

lets go for it! Now we have the chance to pick between an
Eevee or a Jolteon! It's a beautiful choice, don't you think? To

get it we'll have to fight our first gym leader and battle a team
of 6 champions. As you might expect, beating the gym gets

you the TM for EVOLVE. It's tough, but thankfully, an 8%
Nature Pokémon with a hidden ability is what you have to
battle! Now to get the first legendary Pokemon! just head

down to the end of the world, to the graveyard, and there's a
semi-secret TV that's only accessible there. 5ec8ef588b
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